
NAME OF INSTITUTION:

Sr. No. Qty Cost
1 1 ǽ 195/-

2 1 ǽ 150/-

3 1 ǽ 470/-

4 1 ǽ 108/-

5 3 ǽ160/-each

6 1 ǽ 165/-

Knowledge to purchase 
rent, mortgage and sell 
properties.

It teaches science 
fundatmentals with step 
by step, hands of 
experiments and also 
introducing children to the 
scientific method it self.

     JINGLE BELL NURSERY SCHOOL SOCIETY
            LIST OF AVALAIBLE TLM

                                                JINGLE BELL SCHOOL

Business Today 9year/IV Relate the money concept in real 
life

                                    ISSUED CLASS IV A/C ZAKIA JAMALTLM:

9year/IV

Purpose/Concept Activities through TLM
Children will get 
knowledge of fast dealing 
property and trading 
related to money.

Transaction of money, 
recogination of money, they can 
relate the fake note with real note.

Picture

9year/IV

9year/IV

9year/IV

Name of TLM Age Group/Class
Moneyply 9years/IV

World of Science

Learning Computers

Nature Quiz

Knowledge Booster Plants

Activities throughTML, activities 
through nature air, water, colour, 
and light etc.

To learn and assemble 
your own personal 
computers through game.

It teaches input and output 
device, processing deivice and 
storage device. They learn 
different parts of computer. 
Enhance knowledge and gain 
intrest in computers.

Here the children will 
throw the special dice to 
decide which question to 
answer among given 3.

Varraty of knowledge, thinking 
ability and brain storming.

To develop knowledge 
about the plant kingdom 
and explain the meaning 
of seed, seedling, root 
and stem, photosynthesis 
pollen etc in simple and 
effective way.

They were gradually complete all 
the sets and able to match it with 
its corresponding words/ 
definition cards. Enhance 
knowledge of science vocabulary 
and language.



7 1 ǽ 170/-

8 1 ǽ 240/-

9 1 ǽ 180/-

10 1 ǽ 295/-

11 1 ǽ 135/-

12 1 ǽ 150/-

13 1 ǽ 160/-

9year/IV

9year/IV

9year/IV

9year/IV

9year/IV

Cane Craft Kit

Human Skeleton

Build a Sentence

Flash Cards

9year/IV

Magic Pot

Jigsaw Puzzle

Crossword Game

9year/IV

Imagination, creativity, hand eye 
co ordination.

To enhance knowledge in 
math and english from 
the cards given.

It is puzzle game 
individually can be played 
or in a group.

Puzzle game arrange the 
cards to form a picture 
scene.

Crossword game is to 
sharpen the mind and 
spelling excericse and 
also to conect jumble 
letters and spell hidden 
words.

Concentration, imagination, hand 
eye co ordination, fun game.

New creation of word, brain 
chellenging and fun game of 
children. Thinking ability.

To make many more item 
with cane craft.

To leatn the human 
bones through the game.

They will learn how to 
make subject and 
predicate.

Focus on cane work and more 
knitting work related step by step, 
to make craetive pattern , 
imagination and hand eye co-
ordination.

Children with label the different 
parts and can draw diagrams.

They can split simple sentences 
in to subject and predicate and 
also to arrange the parts in the 
correct column with the help of 
cards, they can built tons of 
sentences.

Vocabulary, vast knowledge of 
question/answers. Learning skills 
with develop through this game.



14 1 ǽ 150/-

15 1 ǽ 160/-

16 1 Set of 
writing 
cards

ǽ 25/-

17 1 Set of 
visiting 
cards

ǽ 25/-

18 1 Set of 
visiting 
cards

ǽ 25/-

19 1 game ǽ 110/-

20 1 set of 
fraction 
cards in 
all the 
classes

ǽ 250/-Fraction cards in all the 
classes

9 years /IV To get the practical 
explosure of fraction.

They do the group activities in the 
class as teachers says.

Search for Sili Game 9 years /IV Know about history and 
also to enhance 
knowledge of Ramayana 
by playing it.

Through this game they have 
cone across the struggle of Sita.

Time Card 9 years /IV For drilling and rear 
seting time concept.

To match the cards with proper 
line.

Gender Cards 9 years /IV Patners ask questions 
and they gave answer.

They wrote gender in Ball and 
hide the ans, the other partner 
has to complete it. They also play 
with the cards verbally.

Homophones Cards 9 years /IV Learn spellings of 
homophones with 
diffrerent meaning.

They wrote on BalA by seeing 
picture homophones cards and 
also relate other homophones.

9year/IV

9year/IV

Raven's Burger Puzzle

OHYO Game It is a fun game full of 
frolic and entertainment 
for children.

Puzzle game to arrange 
in proper given picture. It 
can be group work or 
individually played.

Basic skills such as counting, 
taking turns, strategy and being a 
good sport of course.

Concentration, hand eye co 
ordination, focus on the puzzzle 
game and creativity.


